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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, this study analyzes and discusses the data by using the

procedure of data analysis stated in chapter III. Furthermore, the analysis and the

discussion are primarily focused on the kind of figurative language used in

Lenka’s songs. The songs and the discussion of the figurative language in the

songs are presented successively below :

4.1 The Type of Figurative Language

As stated on chapter III, the data are 4 songs which have been taken from

two albums of  LenkaKripac. The song are taking from the first album until the

last collection album. The great songs that contain figurative language are chosen

to analyzed and  make clear about the total meaning of words or phrases or

sentences in the lyrics of the Lenka’s song.

The Lyric of  “Two” song

(1) Two, now that I'm with you

Another point of view

Instead of what I knew

Oh two, whatever will do
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(5) I don't see a way through

But you're the one I choose

I never knew what double could do

But things are better, so much better

Hold me closer, never let me go

(10) I don't want any other baby

Two is the one, two is the one

I was lonely, never had nobody

But now I've got double, baby

Two is the one, two is the one for me

(15) One, never had so much fun

Staying up till sun

Banging on my own drum

One, always looking for love

And ending up with none

(20) Made me come undone

I never knew what double could do

But things are better, so much better with two

Hold me closer, never let me go

I don't want any other baby
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(25) Two is the one, two is the one

I was lonely, never had nobody

But now I've got double, baby

Two is the one, two is the one for me

Two, a couple, not a few

(30) Well, this is something new

If I can deal with it then so can you

I never what double could do

But things are better, so much better

Hold me closer, never let me go

(35) I don't want any other baby

Two is the one, two is the one

I was lonely, never had nobody

But now I've got double, baby

So much better with two

(40) So much better with two

So much better with two
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4.1.1 The Type of Figurative Language of  “Two” song

From this song, the writer finds some figurative languages such as :

No
Figurative

Language
Lyric

1 Symbolism

But now I have got double, baby (13)

One, always looking for love (18)

Two, now that I’m with you (1)

Another point of view (2)

2 Onomatopoeia Banging on my own drum (16)

3 Repetition

Two is the one, two is the one for me (14)

So much better with two, So much better with two

(40)

4 Hyperbola Hold me closer, never let me go (23)

5 Antonomasia But now I have got double, baby

Symbolism

Symbolism is shown on “But now I have got double, baby”. Here, the baby

is referred to in the lyrics is the boy who loves, her lover. Not a mother who is

happy having just given birth and having a baby. Baby is a call for person who we

loved. This symbol looked can give a meaningful and an effectiveness effect from
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the song with use a simple and short word that enough represent what the meaning

is. On the Lyric “One, always looking for love”. Love interpreted as happiness.

The girl who is looking for happiness,  with way for her lover. On the lyric “Two,

now that I’m with you”. Here, Two interpreted asa couple. On the lyric “Another

point of view”. interpreted as life changes. that was his own, but now it has a

couple.

Onomatopoeia

Anamotopeia is shown on “banging on my own drum”. Anamotopeia, the

use of a word to describe or imitate a natural sound or the sound made by an

object or an action. Here, banging is the sound of drum beats.

Hyperbola

Hyperbola is shown on “Hold me closer, never let me go” because

Contains Excessive statement with intent intensify.

Repetition

Repetitionis emphasizing a key word or phrase by using it more than

once.on the fourteen line“Two is the one, two is the one for me”repeated twice to

make sure that two hearts will become one.the author hopes that she could unite

and live together with loved ones. Repetition describe about two human hearts

become one. Repetition on this lyric gives a strengthening effect.“So much better

with two, So much better with two”, repeated three times on last line. The word

"better" in the context of this sentence confirms that the two are far more beautiful

than their own.
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Antonomasia

Antonomasia is shown on lyric “ But now I have got double, baby”.

Because antonomasia is Using certain words as a nickname someone. So baby

interpreted as call for lover.

The lyric of “ Sad Song” song

(1) Don't tell me you wanna be

The kind of girl who's drowning

And don't be holding on to anything

That's gonna keep you frowning, darling

(5) Everyone's compelled to look into the mirror

When they're crying

Just because your tears are pretty

Doesn't mean they'll get you by

Sing me a sad song and make me feel better

(10) Sing me a happy song and I might start to cry

Because everything feels like it's going around in circles

And everyone knows that the world is upside dow
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You were once a little baby

Full of optimistic wonder

(15) So what got into you to make you think

That it could pull you under, honey

Could it be that we were under

The impression life was perfect?

And when the bubble burst

(20) We understood that every part of it hurts

Sing me a sad song and make me feel better

Sing me a happy song and I might start to cry

Because everything feels like it's going around in circles

And everyone knows that the world is upside down

(25) I'm going to color my glasses rose

I'm going to go where the rainbow goes

And my pot of gold will be waiting

So sing me a sad song and make me feel better

Sing me a happy song and I might start to cry

(30) Because everything feels like it’s going around in circles

And everyone knows that the world is upside down

Yeah everyone knows that the world is upside down
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4.1.2 The Type of Figurative Language of  “Sad Song” song

From this song, the writer finds some figurative languages such as :

No
Figurative

Language
Lyric

1 Symbolism

The kind of girl who's drowning (2)

I'm going to color my glasses rose (25)

I'm going to go where the rainbow goes (26)

And my pot of gold will be waiting (27)

2 Metaphor You were once a little baby (13)

3 Paradox
Sing me a sad song and make me feel better, Sing

me a happy song and I might start to cry (9)

4 Personification
And when the bubble burst, We understood that

every part of it hurts (20)

5 Simile

Because everything feels like it's going around in

circles

And everyone knows that the world is upside down

(11)

Symbolism

Symbolism on The kind of girl who's drowning.On the lyric, girl who's

drowning suggested to represent someone who is feeling sad, upset, distracted in

bemoaning his life.This is proving that using a symbol can make a lyric becomes
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unusual picture and bring a poetic effect. On the lyric,” I'm going to color my

glasses rose / I'm going to go where the rainbow goes / And my pot of gold will be

waiting”. Those symbol my glasses rose, rainbow, pot of gold can become a

symbol of the happiness. Someone who went to look for happiness, or heading to

a life full of color

Metaphor

On the lyric “You were once a little baby”. The lyrics have a sense that

someone who was once happy but now does not.

Paradox

Paradox is found on the lyric “Sing me a sad song and make me feel better

/ Sing me a happy song and I might start to cry”. When she was sad so she needed

motivation, passion and joy. If she is listening to songs that nuanced happy then

she will feel better than ever, Such as someone is sad, she could understand the

purpose of a song that is uplifting, sometimes emotional too carried away.

Personification

From the lyric And when the bubble burst, We understood that every part

of it hurt. The writer finds personification that means when we face the problem

and our patience runs out, then we will get angry and then the people who are

around us will feel hurt and offended by our treatment. Personification seems give

a poetic effect to the song.
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Simile

Simile is found on the lyric “because everything feels like it's going

around in circles/ And everyone knows that the world is upside down”. This

sentence can be interpreted that lives like a spinning wheel. sometimes humans

are above position and can be under.

The lyric of “Everything at once” song

(1) As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox

As fast as a hare, as brave as a bear

As free as a bird, as neat as a word

As quiet as a mouse, as big as a house

(5) All I wanna be, all I wanna be, ooh…

All I wanna be is everything

As mean as a wolf, as sharp as a tooth

As deep as a bite, as dark as the night

As sweet as a song, as right as a wrong

(10) As long as a road, as ugly as a toad

As pretty as a picture hanging from a fixture

Strong like a family, strong as I wanna be
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Bright as day, as light as play

As hard as nails, as grand as a whale

(15) All I wanna be ooh, all I wanna be, oh

All I wanna be is everything

Everything at once

Everything at once, oh

Everything at once

(20) As warm as the sun, as silly as fun

As cool as a tree, as scary as the sea

As hot as fire, cold as ice

Sweet as sugar and everything nice

As old as time, as straight as a line

(25) As royal as a queen, as buzzed as a bee

As stealth as a tiger, smooth as a glide

Pure as a melody, pure as I wanna be

All I wanna be oh, all I wanna be, oh

All I wanna be is everything

(30) Everything at once
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4.1.3 The Type of Figurative Language of  “Everything at Once” song

From this song, the writer finds one figurative languages. And the lyric of this

song are flooded with similes. There are :

No
Figurative

Language
Lyric

1
Simile

As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox (1)

As fast as a hare, as brave as a bear (2)

As free as a bird, as neat as a word (3)

As quiet as a mouse, as big as a house (4)

As mean as a wolf, as sharp as a tooth (7)

As deep as a bite, as dark as the night (8)

As sweet as a song, as right as a wrong (9)

As long as a road, as ugly as a toad (10)

As pretty as a picture hanging from a fixture (11)

Strong like a family, strong as I wanna be (12)

Bright as day, as light as play (13)

As hard as nails, as grand as a whale (14)

As warm as the sun, as silly as fun (20)

As cool as a tree, as scary as the sea (21)

As hot as fire, cold as ice (22)

Sweet as sugar and everything nice (23)

As old as time, as straight as a line (24)
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As royal as a queen, as buzzed as a bee (25)

As stealth as a tiger, smooth as a glide (26)

Pure as a melody, pure as I wanna be (27)

Simile

On four line in first verse, As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox. As fast as a

here,as brave as a bear. As free as a bird, as neat as a word. As quite as a mouse,

as big as a house, the lyric seems simile because in simile the comparison is

expressed by the use of some word or phrase, such as like,as,than similar to,

resembles or seems. As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox. She told that the woman

should be strong against the pain of life, strong with scorn from others.As fast as a

here,as brave as a bear. The lyrics define us as woman beings to be quick and

nimble in the act. after it had dared to account. As free as a bird, as neat as a

word. woman beings have rights and obligations. humans have the freedom to act

and determine his will. but even free, there should be the norm. Free but still have

to be polite.

As mean as a wolf, as sharp as a tooth. This lyric means humans permitted

to become a personal who evil, but firmly. As pretty as picture hanging from a

fixture, on the thirteenth line have means a woman in the frame like a painting,

look beautiful from the outside and protected and only to be seen, can not be in

touch. Strong like a family, strong as I wanna be. It means we are strong because

of mutually reinforcing. Bright as day, as light as play. The authors would like to
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become a strong and powerful woman in the face of problems. As old as time, as

straight as a line. It means that if we had grown up, and think it should be up

anyway and try to behave properly. As royal as a queen, as buzzed as a bee. It

means to be woman who behave well and always tell the truth.and the last simile.

Pure as a melody, pure as I wanna be. The author invites us to be a woman who

always spread kindness with sincere and selfless.

The lyric of “ Everything’s Okay ” song

(1) Keep giving me hope for a better day

Keep giving me love to find a way

Through this heaviness I feel

I just need someone to say, everything's okay

(5) Woke my weary head

Crawled out of my bed

And I said, "Oh, how do I go on?"

Nothing's going right, shadow's took the light

And I said, "Oh, how do I go on?"

(10) Sometimes I need a little sunshine

And sometimes I need you

Keep giving me hope for a better day
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Keep giving me love to find a way

Through this messy life I made for myself

(15) Heaven knows I need a little

Hope for a better day

A little love to find a way

Through this heaviness I feel

I just need someone to say, everything's okay

(20) (Everything's ok)

I gave my hope to you

When you were nearly through

And you said, "Oh, I can't go on"

Well, now I need it back

(25) Cause I have got a lack of all that's good

And I can't go on

Yeah, sometimes I just need a little sunshine

And sometimes I need you

Keep giving me hope for a better day

(30) Keep giving me love to find a way

Through this messy life I made for myself

Heaven knows I need a little
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Hope for a better day

A little love to find a way

(35) Through this heaviness I feel

I just need someone to say, everything's okay

(Everything's okay, everything's okay)

Sometimes I need a little sunshine

And sometimes I need you

(40) Keep giving me hope for a better day

Keep giving me love to find a way

Through this messy life I made for myself

Heaven knows I need a little

Hope for a better day

(45) A little love to find a way

Through this messy life I made for myself

Heaven knows I need a little

Hope for a better day

A little love to find a way

(50) Through this heaviness I feel

I just need someone to say,

everything's okay.
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4.1.4 The Type of Figurative Language of  “Everything’s Okay” song

From this song, the writer finds some figurative languages such as :

No
Figurative

Language
Lyric

1 Symbolism

Keep giving me hope for a better day (1)

Hope for a better day

Keep giving me love to find a way (2)

A little love to find a way

Sometimes I need a little sunshine (10)

And sometimes I need you (28)

2 Personification Nothing's going right, shadow's took the light (8)

3 Repetition

Everything’s okay, Everything’s okay

Oh, how do I go on?,

I can’t go on.

4 Retoris And I said, "Oh, how do I go on?"

5 Hyperbola Cause I have got a lack of all that’s good

Symbolism

Symbolism on the lyric Keep giving me love to find a way, Love can

become a symbol of affection, attention, spirit of life. People want to always get

the attention, affection and motivation of people who loved to keep it vibrant in

real life. Sometimes I need a little sunshine, And sometimes I need you.
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Here,suppose shunsine in such a cheery smile and spirit.Besides affection and

encouragement from the people around.sometimes we have to admit that we need

God. Allah is the supreme God and all-everything. "You" here is meant as a God.

Those symbols looked can give a meaningful and an effectiveness effect from the

song with use a simple and short word that enough represent what the meaning is.

Personification

Nothing’s going right, shadow’s took the light, it is Personification.

Shadow’s took the light can to represent a grief hinder my happiness. Someone

who is confused in continuing life.someone who lost their way and his life

become messy because of his own action.

Repetition

Repetition is emphasizing a key word or phrase by using it more than

once. Found on Oh, how do I go on?, I can’t go on. On this lyric, the statement

Oh, how do I go on?, I can’t go on. On this lyric the statement …. I go on, I…..go

on Used as repetition to give an emphasize meaning with using a key word and

give a strengthening meaning effect to the meaning.

Retoris

Retoris on the lyric And I said, Oh, how do I go on? Retoris is a figure of

speech that is not the real question needs to be answered. Because the answer or

the intent of the questioner already contained in the question
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Hyperbola

Hyperbola on the lyric Cause I have got a lack of all that’s good. Because

this sentence contains Excessive statement with intent intensify.

4.2 The Total Meaning

Based on the result of the data analysis in Lenka Kripac’s song lyric on the

previous pages, this thesis arrives on the describe about meaning of lyric. The

writer will describe the meaning of the song lyrics contained on each Lenka’ song.

4.2.1 The Total meaning  of  “ Two ” lyric

This song tells about someone who is lonely and do not have a partner.

strengthened the meaning of the first line of the lyrics, which reads: "two, now

that I'm with you" but now he's happy because she had found someone that loves

her. She no longer looked at other people, because she had decided that he is my

choice and do not want the others. "oh .. whatever two will do" and “hold me

closer, never let me go”. This lyrics means that whatever happens, I still choose

you and do not leave me. She felt that if she was with her, something would be

very good even better, "But things are better, so much better". She felt that his

own was not pleasant, like the sun, there are not friends around, not have anyone

accompanying, she felt did not have anybody but now she is happy because she
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with him now. And she hopes the same feelings for her partner because she loved

him so much.

4.2.2 The Total meaning  of  “ Sad Song ”  lyric

This song tells about A woman who was talking to himself. She speaks

that is life. On lyric “Because everything feels like it's going around in circles,

And everyone knows that the world is upside down” She likens life as a circular

wheel that can rotate. Sometimes being on top, and sometimes below. According

to her, that's life. In life there are many twists and turns that we must live as a

process of living to adulthood. When she see a problem, do not think. When she

stand in front of the mirror and crying, she said it is a useless thing. First, She

lived happily but now does not. But she did not feel pessimistic when faced the

problem. She immediately got up and had hopes to pursue ideals. She was trying

to find a happy life and colorful. Based on the lyrics, She as if daydream about her

own life and thinks about the world

4.2.3 The Total meaning  of  “ Everything at Once ”  lyric

This song tells about wanting to be everything at once, and she is singing

about all of the stuff she wants to be. That's simply it.. This song tells about

someone who is daydream. Someone who wants to be this, to be that. Someone

who wants to be everything, but all that was in her thoughts was not possible. On

four line in first verse, As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox. As fast as a here,as

brave as a bear. As free as a bird, as neat as a word. As quite as a mouse, as big as
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a house. As sly as a fox, as strong as an ox. She told that the woman should be

strong against the pain of life, strong with scorn from others.As fast as a here,as

brave as a bear. The lyrics define us as woman beings to be quick and nimble in

the act. after it had dared to account. As free as a bird, as neat as a word. woman

beings have rights and obligations. humans have the freedom to act and determine

his will. but even free, there should be the norm. Free but still have to be polite.

As mean as a wolf, as sharp as a tooth. This lyric means humans

permitted to become a personal who evil, but firmly. As pretty as picture hanging

from a fixture, on the thirteenth line have means a woman in the frame like a

painting, look beautiful from the outside and protected and only to be seen, can

not be in touch. Strong like a family, strong as I wanna be. It means we are strong

because of mutually reinforcing. Bright as day, as light as play. The authors would

like to become a strong and powerful woman in the face of problems. As old as

time, as straight as a line. It means that if we had grown up, and think it should be

up anyway and try to behave properly. As royal as a queen, as buzzed as a bee. It

means to be woman who behave well and always tell the truth.and the last simile.

Pure as a melody, pure as I wanna be. The author invites us to be a woman who

always spread kindness with sincere and selfless.
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4.2.4 The Total meaning  of  “ Everything’s Okay ” song lyric

This song tells about someone who needs encouragement, motivation and

love for the past perceived burden. It is represented by the first verse, which reads

“Keep giving me hope for a better day/Keep giving me love to find a way”. She

used to be a human figure that cheerful and full of spirit, now she has lost all of its

and she needs someone who says that everything will be fine. She was confused,

“how do I go on ?” because life is full of burdens and problems that must be

faced. Sometimes I need a little sunshine and she needs a cheery smile and

motivations of the people around, especially she needs help from God.

Based on the meaning of every lyric above. researchers can draw the

conclusion that those song tells about relationship between life and love.

According to Lenka, She talk about the meaning of life, so we know the meaning

of happiness and sadness. Human life always be faced with many problems, but in

essence all human beings want to be happy and successful. To be able to achieve

my goals and dreams, sometimes people need to be tested first. With love and

passion of the people who loved, man was able to get through the process in a

way of life and thinking wise.


